Memorandum of Cooperation

Between

Ural Federal University of the Russian Federation

And

New Silk Road Institute Prague of the Czech Republic

Parties:

New Silk Road Institute Prague, z.ú.
address: Hvězdoa 1716/2b, Nusle, 140 00 Praha 4
represented by: Jan Kohout, the President of NSRIP
(hereinafter referred to as „Institute“)

and

Ural Federal University
address: 19 Mira street, Ekaterinburg, 620002, Russia
represented by: Dr. Victor Koksharov, the Rector of Ural Federal University
(hereinafter referred to as „University“)
I. 

Cooperation Purpose

Both parties declare their intent to conduct activities aimed at fulfilling above all but not limited to the following common goals of the memorandum:

a) draft specific areas of mutual cooperation,
b) contribute to development of Russian-Czech relations,
c) information, experience and best practice exchange between the two regions in academic, economic, research, consulting and other areas,
d) create conditions for implementation of specific projects.

II. 

Collaborative Activities

Collaborative activities under the memorandum include:

a) organization of joint events – seminars, conferences, discussions etc.,
b) provide support for education, research and publication activities,
c) cooperation and assistance in academic, research and student exchange between the two regions
d) cooperation in introducing the importance of Russian-Czech relations in research, economic, cultural and other areas to public, professionals and academics,
e) research publications, reports and other specialised materials preparation cooperation
f) provide information about other party to partners, through website links, promotion materials and other channels,
g) any other agreed form of cooperation

III. 

Cooperative Principles

1. Both parties jointly state that they shall:

a) make effort to eliminate obstacles to the goals of this memorandum,
b) not release or disseminate confidential information offered and marked or declared by the other party without its prior authorization during and after the validity of the memorandum
c) fully inform one another in the areas related to mutual cooperation and all related activities in order to accomplish the common goals.

IV. 

Effect, Period of validity and Termination

1. The memorandum will be effective upon the date of signing by both parties.
2. This memorandum is valid for three years.
3. If one party determines to terminate the memorandum, it must inform the other party in written form.
4. The notice period for termination of the memorandum is one month from the day following the delivery of the notice to the other party.

5. The termination of this memorandum will not affect the on-going cooperation programs unless agreed otherwise by both parties.

6. Any changes to this memorandum are possible only in written form based on prior agreement of both parties.

7. The memorandum will be signed on..., 2017 in....................... in duplicate. Each copy is in English language. Each party will keep one copy.

Both parties confirm that they agree with the content of the memorandum by their signatures.

In ................ on ....................

University:

President:
Dr. Victor Koksharov
Ural Federal University

In ................ on ....................

Institute:

President:
Mr. Jan Kohout
New Silk Road Institute Prague, z.ú.